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No matter where 2021 finds everyone,
STEPtember will bring teams together
— across homes and offices, regions and departments,
states and countries — to get moving and make a
difference. As a virtual challenge, STEPtember meets the
moment and connects colleagues wherever they are.

“This initiative allowed teams to feel a sense of togetherness while apart.”
— Rita Papadogiannis, Corporate Social Responsibility Manager at ViacomCBS
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A MONTH-LONG
GLOBAL
FUNDRAISING
INITIATIVE

that takes wellness up a notch
STEPtember encourages participants of
all fitness and ability levels to take 10,000
steps a day as part of teams of up to four, or
as individuals. For each four-person team,
that’s more than a million steps if everyone
hits their daily goals — and they don’t have to
be actual steps. More than 60 wide-ranging
activities convert to steps — from dancing to
hiking to rolling in a wheelchair.

“With any movement as the focus of the challenge, employees weren’t restricted to
just walking — many swam, biked, hiked, weight lifted, and cleaned to reach their
personal goal — making the event inclusive to anyone who participated.”
— Samantha McCullough Office Manager & Head of ‘People Team’ at Demandbase
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STEP UP TO DO GOOD
FOR YOUR TEAM
Increase employee well-being and mental health, bridge
physical distances, and amplify team collaboration and pride
— all while moving cerebral palsy research forward.
Improve Employee Health
Increased physical activity
lessens stress and improves
mental health.
10,000 steps a day is 10x what
the average office worker
takes — and it’s an even bigger
difference with remote work.

The STEPtember Difference

88%

positive impact on employee
health and general well-being.

80%

positive impact on employee
teamwork.

29%

increase in level of connection
between employees.
Project Step, STEPtember Results, 2019, The Paradigm Shift

Healthy employees are 3x more
productive.

“This year’s STEPtember campaign arrived at such a crucial moment. Stepping up for
cerebral palsy helped our employees improve their own mental and physical health at
a time when we needed it the most. Parents were able to share this activity with their
children — it was truly a movement that everyone could be a part of from anywhere in
the world. And to witness our employees log millions of steps after months of being
in quarantine, it truly felt empowering to the work that we do.”
— Rita Papadogiannis, Corporate Social Responsibility Manager at ViacomCBS
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IT’S EASY
FOR EVERYONE

And if you have questions, we’re
here with dedicated support.
Join a team of up to
four or sign up solo.

Move in ways that work
for you.
Track your movement on
the STEPtember app or site.

Fundraise for cerebral palsy research.

“The STEPtember site and app made the challenge so easy and fun. I’d imagine
creating a virtual program to keep raising awareness and donations couldn’t have
been easy, but CPARF did a phenomenal job. We can’t wait to partake next year
whether we are all back in office or still in a virtual environment!”
— Jessica Lewinson, Analyst at BlackRock
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WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED
Leaderboards will showcase your fundraising and stepping
achievements.

30

STEPtember Trainers with cerebral palsy will share their stories
and why they move.

Global resources and tips will inspire fundraising and movement
ideas.

Diversity, equity, and inclusion objectives are met all in one
challenge that welcomes everyone.
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WHY YOUR MOVEMENT MATTERS
The proceeds from STEPtember benefit Cerebral Palsy Alliance Research
Foundation (CPARF). Despite being the world’s most common lifelong physical
disability and affecting 18 million people, cerebral palsy is one of the most
underfunded conditions.
That means there’s so much research that should be done but not enough
funding to make it all happen. As the foremost organization in the world that
focuses solely on cerebral palsy research, CPARF will change that by continuing
to fund US-based research into:
Early detection and early intervention to give children with cerebral
palsy the best possible start.
Chronic pain to unearth underlying causes of pain in people with
cerebral palsy and find new, non-addictive ways to ease it.
Technology to transform the way people with cerebral palsy can
communicate and move, and to revolutionize diagnosis and treatment.
Regenerative medicine to lessen and potentially reverse the brain
injuries that cause cerebral palsy.
Genomics to uncover possible genetic components of cerebral palsy
and optimize individual treatments.

“ Through our work with CPARF, we’ ve learned that cerebral palsy research
is very much needed and we wanted to be able to contribute in some
way. STEPtember allowed us to do just that all while engaging
with other employees during this difficult time.”
— Jessica Clifton, Senior Manager, Enterprise Risk Management at QBE
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DO GOOD, FEEL GOOD,
AND RISE TO THE TOP

In 2020, 150 organizations participated in STEPtember
and raised $1.65 million for cerebral palsy research.
Kirkland & Ellis, the top fundraising organization, raised more than $120,000.
Nexstar Media Group, the top stepping organization, took more than 250 million
steps. Your organization can be the one that does even more.

“Knowing that our cause hit so close to home helped our community reach for
more steps and fundraise more than any other year of participation. It also helps
us maintain a Firm culture that values and gathers strength from differences. Our
can-do spirit helps build camaraderie across the globe, which continues to help
us function at the very highest levels of our profession.”
— The Team at Kirkland & Ellis
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READY TO STEP UP?

Get in touch now to register your
organization for STEPtember 2021.

Scott Graves
Vice President
Business Development & Growth
scott.graves@cparf.org

917.697.0807
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